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The purpose of this note is to show that the semisimplicity result of
[2] may fail to be true in the cases not covered by the theorem in
section 2. We base the examples on the idea of J.F. Jaulent [4] although
our method in § 1 is somewhat different. Theorem 1 of this note gives an
alternate proof of Theorem 1 of [2] and Theorem 9 of [4]. We follow
the notation in [2].

Let k/Q be a totally complex abelian extension, and denote by
A = Gal(k/Q). Let J E d be the automorphism given by complex conju-
gation (under some fixed embedding of an algebraic closure of k into the
complex numbers). Fix a prime p, such that bp -1 = 1 for all 03B4~0394. Let

Li = Hom(0394,03BCp-1) = Hom(0394, Z*p) and denote by V the set of characters
x of A which are either odd or trivial, i.e. V = {~~|~(J) = -1 or

X = Xoi.
For each ~~V, there exists a (unique) Zp-extension (see [1]) K~/k,

Gal(K~/k) = r x such that K~/Q is normal and Gal(K~/Q) ~ T~·0394 a

semidirect product with

03B403C303B4-1 = 03C3~(03B4) for all 6 E F., ô E 11.

Let L/K~ be the maximal abelian unramified p-extension of K~ so that
Gal(L/K.) = X ~ liE1An (where An is the p-primary subgroup of the

ideal class group of kn ~ Kx, and the limit is taken as usual with respect
to the norm maps).
Then, as usual, X is a noetherian torsion A-module, so we have

* This research was sponsored by an NSERC Grant.
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where TX = {x~X| Tx=01 and Xo = {x~X| Tkx = 0 some k ~ 1} and
" - " here denotes pseudo-isomorphism.

Since F. acts trivially on X/TX and on TX we have a natural action
of A on these groups and following [4], we study their d -decomposi-
tions.

If M is a d-module which is also a (pro) p-group then for ~~ write

and call this the ~-component of M.
Now Xo - 039B/Ta1 + ... + 039B/Tar for integers a,,..., ar ~ 1. We say Xo

is semi-simple « ai = a2, ... = ar = 1 and in this case it is clear that

In §1 we compute the d-decomposition of X/TX and in §2 we obtain
some information of the 0394-decomposition of TX.

§1. The J-structure of X/TX

Let Lo be the subfield of L fixed by TX so that Lo is the largest
subfield of L abelian over k, and Gal(L0/k) ~ X/TX. Then Lo is normal
over Q, and L0 ~ IIK~ (compositum taken over certain 0 to be deter-
mined) where [Lo : IIK~]  oo. (In fact the Galois group Gal(L0/03A0K~) is
the torsion subgroup of X/TX and has certain interest c.f. [3].)
To determine the characters ~ for which K. - Lo, we note

K~ ~ Lo « KcpKx/Kx is unramified at all primes over p and this is a
condition which we shall determine locally.

Let p be a prime of k dividing p, and let F = Fo be the completion of
k at p. Let Fç be the union of the completions of the finite layers of Ko
with respect to some consistent choice of primes over p. (In the notation
of [2], p = pi some i, F = Fo, i, and F. = U Fn,i.) Then F~/F is a Zp-
extension, infinitely ramified, such that F~/Qp is Galois, and

Gal(F~/Qp) ~ Zp ’ D a semi-direct product where D ~ A is the decom-

position group of p in Gal(k/Q) and

We state the following two lemmas whose proofs we omit:
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LEMMA 1: If M is the compositum of all Zp-extensions of F, and
G = Gal(M/F), then G ~ Z1,»I+l and we have the D-decomposition of G
for all O’c-f),

LEMMA 2: Fl/JFx/Fx is unramified if and only if either (a) Fp = Fx or (b)
F"’ z F~F~, where Fnr is the unique non-ramified Zp-extension of F and is
equal to F. Q:r, the compositum of F with the non-ramified Zp-extension
Of Qp.

THEOREM 1: K~K~/K~ is unramified f and only if

PROOF: Suppose KtPKx/Kx is unramified so that for each p over p, we
have FPFIF, is unramified. Hence by Lemma 2, either (a) F~ = F. so
that ~|D = ~|D or (b) F"" 5i FtPFx’ In this case, (b), we must have

Gal(FtPFx/F)xÓ is non-trivial since Gal(Fnr/F)~’0 ~ Z p. Since both F~/F
and Fz/F are infinitely ramified it follows that only the xi component of
Gal(FtPFx/F) is non-zero and so ~|D = ~0|D = ~|D. Hence in either
case, ~~V and OID = ~|D.

Conversely, suppose ~~V, and ~|D = ~|D. If ~|D ~ ~0|D then

Fo = Fx by Lemma 1, and so K,KIK, is unramified at primes over p.
If ~|D = ~|D = ~0|D then again by Lemma 1 either F~ = F~; or

Fnr ~ FtPFx, so again KtPKx/Kx is unramified at primes over p. Since
KtP/k in unramified outside of primes over p, the conclusion of the
theorem follows.

REMARK: This corollary furnishes another proof of Theorem 1 in [2]
and Theorem 9 of [4].
We also note if for any 0 we have F~ = Fx, then it follows that

KOKX - L’ in the notation of [2] and for each ~, (X’/TX’)~ has non-zero
Zp-rank. This gives many examples of Zp-extensions where X’/TX’ and
TX’ are infinite.
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§2. d -structure of TX

Let r = rx = Gal(Kx/k), and so TX = lim A0393n. Since the limit is taken
with respect to the norm maps Nm,n and since 03B4Nm,n = Nm,nb for all

03B4~0394, it follows that

We consider the usual exact sequences

where In, Cn, Pn, En are the ideal group, class group, group of principal
ideals, and unit group of the nt" layer kn of Kx respectively.
We obtain the exact sequence

where the map f is given below. Choose a fixed generator y of 0393~. Then

for x E Cr x = x and so 03B3A A = a E P for an ideal A E x define x

= (03B1) mod P03B3-1n. This is a group homomorphism which is not a 0394-map,
(c.f. [4]), but satisfies

f:(A0393n)~ ~ (NPn/P03B3-1n)~~.

Also the isomorphism is given by:

where N denotes the norm map Nn,0 from kn to k = ko. Hence we
obtain the exact sequence

where j(Co) ç; C0393n is the subgroup generated by the ideals of k = ko. We
shall compute the ~-components of the groups E0 ~ N(k*n)/Epn0 and
I0393n/I0. Since the groups on either side of C0393n/j(C0) are (at worst) quotients
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of these, this will describe the set of ~-components of A0393n ~ Cn/j(Co)
which are possibly non-trivial. (As in [2], we use the notation An - Bn
for sequences of groups {An} and {Bn} to mean there are homomorph-
isms On: An ~ Rn whose kernels and cokernels have orders bounded in-
dependently of n.)

For each prime p of k dividing p, let p = A(p)ep in In where e. - p" is
the ramification index of p for kn/k. Since L1 permutes the primes of k
over (p) transitively it follows that

where A(p)&#x3E;, (p) are the multiplicative subgroups of I0393n generated by
A(p) and p respectively.
Hence it follows that (I0393n/I0)~ ~ Z/p"Z if ~|D = Xo D

~ 0 otherwise.

On the other hand by [2, Lemma 1] we have

(Eo n N(k*n)/E0pn)~1 ~ ZlpnZ if ~1 even, ~1 ~ ~0 and ~1|D ~ xl D
~ 0 otherwise.

Since (An)0393~ ~ (Eo n N(k*n)/NEn)~~, the possible ~-components of An
which have non-trivial image in this group are among those ~,

Hence the non-trivial ~-components of An are among

{~|~|D = ~0|D} u {~|~(J) = X(J), ~ ~ ~-1, ~|D ~ ~0|D}.

This provides no restriction in the case that D ~ ker x when in fact Xo is
semisimple [2].

If X 1 D :0 ~0|D, then we see that the ~-1 component of An and that of
TX must be pseudo-null.

§3. Examples

We now describe a set of characters X so that for the Zp-extensions
K~/k the groups X/TX and TX have different A-decompositions. This
implies that the corresponding Xo is not semi-simple.
By Corollary of §1, we see that (X/TX)~-1 ~ Zp if ~-1 ~ x and ~-1|D

= ~|D, i.e. if ~2 ~ xo and ~2|D = Xo 1 D. On the other hand §2 implies
that (TX)~-1 ~ 0 if ~|D ~ xo I D so we have:
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For any character x, such that ~2 ~ ~0, ~|D ~ ~0|D and x21D = ~0|D
we have (TX)~-1 ~ 0 and (X/TX)~-1 ~ Zp.
The examples of Jaulent [4] are of this type.
1 would like to acknowledge several helpful discussions with D.

Dummit.
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